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Abstract

Here we present a systematic study of direct $^{27}$Al Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) as induced using three different mono-radical probes with side groups of varying charge states. By employing 4-amino TEMPO that adsorbs to negatively charged surface sites of Al-SBA-15, we achieve a $^{27}$Al signal enhancement factor of $\sim 13$ compared to a signal enhancement factor of $\sim 3-4$ from mono-radicals that do not adsorb as strongly to the surfaces of Al-SBA-15, here 4-carboxy and 4-hydroxy TEMPO. By performing Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) experiments and continuous wave (cw) Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) lineshape analysis with the various nitroxide probes imbibed in Al-SBA-15, we find that direct $^{27}$Al DNP enhancements achieved with different spin probes can be attributed to proximity and local concentration of the spin probes to the aluminum on the surface of the mesoporous alumina-silica.

Introduction

Mesoporous alumina-silica materials have great industrial potential to facilitate acid catalyzed reactions such as dehydration-condensation, alkylation, and isomerization processes.1–3 These mesostructured materials have attracted interest due to their high surface area and large pore sizes (10-100 nm) to host polymers and other bulky reactants.4,5 Solid-state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy in combination with magic angle spinning (MAS) is already an important tool for elucidating the atomic-level structure of heterogeneous porous material, including alumina-silicas such as Al-SBA-15.6,7 However, the inherently low signal sensitivity of NMR makes it exceptionally difficult to selectively examine surface species, especially the catalytically active aluminum centers that are even more dilute than the surface matrix species. This is all complicated by the spectral broadening of the aluminum spins that arise from the quadrupolar interaction, $S=5/2$ for $^{27}$Al, that can reduce the NMR signal of surface aluminum species.
to an undetectable limit. Griffin and co-workers’ development of dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) at high magnetic fields, under MAS and liquid nitrogen temperatures achieved up to two orders of magnitude of signal enhancement, i.e. shortening the acquisition time of ssNMR spectra by up to four orders of magnitude. This method of enhancing NMR signal has been shown to be one of the most effective NMR methods for obtaining surface enhanced NMR spectra.

Recently, DNP methods have been applied in order to obtain surface enhanced NMR spectra of aluminum containing catalytic material, such as γ-alumina, as well as mesoporous alumina and aluminum containing metal organic frameworks (MOFs). The majority of this work utilizes cross polarization (CP) from $^1\text{H}$ to $^{27}\text{Al}$ in conjunction with MAS. This “indirect” method of hyperpolarizing $^{27}\text{Al}$ via the frozen solvent with designer bi-radicals, e.g. TOTAPOL and bTbk, has been shown to yield $^{27}\text{Al}$ signal enhancement factors of 15-20. However, if the objective is to account for surface $^{27}\text{Al}$ species with specific affinity for a paramagnetic labeled reactant, the detection of solvent $^1\text{H}$ accessible $^{27}\text{Al}$ species, as captured with CP-DNP, may be of limited interest. This study tests an alternative approach of direct DNP polarization of $^{27}\text{Al}$ via dipolar coupled electron spin probes that are mono-nitroxide-based radical spin probes. By relying on the electron spin of these probes dipolar coupled to the $^{27}\text{Al}$ nuclei, the direct DNP signal enhancement will be weighted towards the aluminum sites in spatial proximity of the mono-

Figure 1. Schematic representation of Al-SBA-15 (Si/Al~20) with 4-amino TEMPO imbibed into the pores. The positive charge on the amine group is electrostatically attracted to the negatively charged Al(IV) acid site on the surface of the material.
Differences in surface enhanced NMR of $^{29}\text{Si}$ species via direct vs indirect (CP) DNP have been observed by Lafon, et. al. in synthetic clay nanoparticle and porous silica samples using the bi-radical probe TOTAPOL.$^{15,16}$

Crucially, one can exploit differences in mono-radical probes employed for DNP in their selective partitioning or adsorption to the surface sites of interest directed by the side group’s size, charge, shape or chemical property. By exploiting instrumental and methodological advances, as described in previous studies$^{17–19}$ of our home-built DNP NMR probe, this study reports on observation of direct $^{27}\text{Al}$ DNP signal amplification of dilute Al sites, namely of Al-SBA-15. This material with a Si/Al=20 was chosen to demonstrate the feasibility of direct DNP to target $^{27}\text{Al}$ nuclei of interest using mono nitroxide radical probes. The sample is an excellent model system given the presence of two distinct aluminum sites, namely a tetrahedral coordinated (IV)Al and octahedral coordinated (VI)Al that can be resolved by $^{27}\text{Al}$ MAS NMR (no DNP) as shown in S.I Figure 2.

The target of this study is the direct DNP enhancement of surface exposed acid sites, associated with tetrahedral coordinated aluminum, Al(IV) in Al-SBA-15, that carry a negative charge (Figure 1). Here, we present a systematic study of direct $^{27}\text{Al}$ DNP enhancement of Al-SBA-15 by employing three different mono-radical probes of varying charge states. Under the sample impregnation condition used here with solution at neutral pH, 4-amino TEMPO (4-AT) is expected to be positively charged, and therefore electrostatically attracted to the Al(IV) site. The negatively charged 4-carboxy TEMPO (4-CT) should be electrostatically repelled from the negatively charged Al(IV) site and silica surface, while the neutral and hydrophilic 4-hydroxy TEMPO (4-HT) would likely be inside the pores but not adsorbed to the Al(IV) site. This is a simplistic representation of the interactions between the spin probes and the surface of the Al-SBA-15 material as it neglects any interaction between the spin probes and the Si-OH surface groups that may have an effect on the local surface concentration of the spin probes. Testing the validity of the simple model of whether selective partitioning of differentially charged nitroxide radical probes to $^{27}\text{Al}$ surface sites can be achieved, and if so, elucidating the consequences for direct $^{27}\text{Al}$ DNP is the goal of this study. The hypothesis is that direct $^{27}\text{Al}$ DNP will be largely determined by the interaction of the spin probes with the surface aluminum sites and the local concentration around the aluminum sites. Besides...
static $^{27}$Al DNP, 3-pulse ESEEM$^{20}$ and X-band cw EPR analysis were performed on the various spin probes imbibed in Al-SBA-15 to determine the extent of adsorption, interaction strength and local concentration of the nitroxide probes to $^{27}$Al surface sites.

**Experimental Methods**

*Sample Preparation for DNP/NMR and EPR measurements.* The synthesis of the Al-SBA-15 mesoporous material followed the direct synthesis reported by Ying *et al.*$^{21}$ The synthesis and characterization of the Al-SBA-15 are detailed in the supporting information, including a 1-D $^{27}$Al MAS NMR spectrum acquired at 7 T to demonstrate the presence of both the (IV)Al and the (VI)Al sites in the material (S.I. Figure 2). Samples for DNP/NMR and EPR measurements were prepared with various nitroxide radicals; 4-amino TEMPO (4-AT), 4-carboxy TEMPO (4-CT), and 4-hydroxy TEMPO (4-HT), are imbibed via the incipient wetness method, as described by Emsley and co-workers.$^{22}$ The imbibed radical solution was prepared by making a 10 mM solution of the nitroxide radical in either H$_2$O or D$_2$O as the solvent. For the incipient wetness method, 60 µL of radical solution was pipetted onto 20 mg of Al-SBA-15. The radical solution and Al-SBA-15 material were stirred until a wet powder was formed.

*Static DNP/NMR Instrument and Measurements.* For DNP/NMR measurements the wet Al-SBA-15 powder was transferred to a Teflon sample cup and placed in a home-built NMR probe with a 1-loop saddle coil to resonate at 78.2 MHz. The probe was placed inside a custom Janis STVP-NMR cryostat, operating in continuous flow mode. The necessary components for 200 GHz DNP have been described in a previous publication.$^{17}$ Most importantly a tunable 200 GHz solid state microwave source (VDI) with a frequency range of 193-201 GHz and a power output of 70 mW was used in conjunction with low loss quasi-optic bridge (~1dB) to couple the microwave to the corrugated waveguide of the NMR/DNP probe. The NMR/DNP signal is measured in the bore of a Bruker Biospin 7 T superconducting magnet with a 300 Avance solution state spectrometer. All DNP/NMR measurements were performed at a temperature of 4 K. The temperature was monitored to be stable within ±0.1 K for all $^{27}$Al DNP NMR measurements. DNP measurements were performed with the use of a saturation recovery solid echo pulse sequence.
while continuously irradiating with microwaves to obtain the DNP enhanced $^{27}$Al signal, or without microwave to obtain the unenhanced $^{27}$Al NMR signal. The $^{27}$Al signal enhancement factor ($\varepsilon$) was calculated by the ratio of $\varepsilon = \frac{S_{\text{DNP}}}{S_{\text{NMR}}}$, where $S_{\text{DNP}}$ is the $^{27}$Al signal area while continuously irradiating with microwaves and $S_{\text{NMR}}$ is the signal area in the absence of microwaves. All DNP/NMR measurements were taken with a recovery delay time of 60 s. A 60 s recovery time is dramatically shorter than the full build up time of $^{27}$Al NMR signal, which can be on the order of hundreds of seconds at 4 K, but detectable signal enhancement is observed already at 60 s recovery time. The DNP enhancement profiles were recorded by measuring the $^{27}$Al enhancement as the microwave frequency was stepped from 197 to 199 GHz.

**ESEEM Instrument and Measurements.** The Al-SBA-15 samples were prepared for ESEEM measurements in the same manner as described above; a 1 mM radical concentration was used in the imbibed solution with H$_2$O as a solvent. A lower spin probe concentration was used for the ESEEM measurements to insure that the decay of the electron echo, which decays with $T_1$ of the electron, was long enough to observe modulations of the echo decay. In contrast to DNP measurements, a protonated instead of deuterated solvent must be used for the ESEEM measurements as the modulation frequency of the electron echo decay from deuterium has a similar frequency (2.3 MHz) as Si (2.8 MHz) and Al (3.6 MHz), so that D$_2$O would obscure the modulations due to the Si and Al in the Al-SBA-15 matrix. All ESEEM experiments were measured at 50 K at 0.35 T with a MS3 resonator on an Elexsys E580 pulse EPR spectrometer at 9.2 GHz. A 3-pulse ESEEM experiment was used (S.I. Figure 6) with a ($\tau= 140$ ns) time selected to optimize the $^{27}$Al modulation, the $\pi/2$ pulse was optimized at 16 ns. The peak echo intensity was measured as the variable delay was increased starting at 40 ns and increased in steps of 32 ns. Plotting the echo intensity as a function of variable delay yields a decay that is modulated by the Larmor frequencies of the nuclei coupled to the electron. A representative ESEEM trace is shown in S.I. Figure 6. All ESEEM traces were processed in the same manner; the background decay as fit to a 9th order polynomial a subtracted out and normalized by the polynomial decay. A sin bell window was applied and the real FFT was taken to yield the ESEEM spectrum.
cw EPR Instrument and Measurements. All 9.5 GHz cw EPR measurements were performed at room temperature. The Al-SBA-15 sample with imbibed radical was prepared in the same method as described above. The sample was then placed in a quartz tube and in the center of a dielectric microwave resonator (Bruker ER-4123D). The cw spectra were measured with a Bruker EMX spectrometer at 0.35 T and 9.5 GHz EPR.

Results and Discussion

For direct DNP measurements, pure D$_2$O was chosen as a solvent to suppress polarization transfer and leakage via $^1$H nuclear spin diffusion in H$_2$O. The use of D$_2$O as a solvent was found to nearly double the $^{27}$Al enhancement factors compared to in H$_2$O solvent (see S.I. Figure 4). This is consistent with observations in the literature, where deuteration of solvent and $^1$H on protein samples were found to increase the direct $^{13}$C DNP enhancement when using a mono- and bi-tempo radical derivative.\textsuperscript{23,24} Figure 2 compares the direct $^{27}$Al DNP spectra obtained from a single scan with 4-AT, 4-CT, and 4-HT, which were found to be $\varepsilon = 13.2$, $\varepsilon = 3.2$, and $\varepsilon = 3.9$ respectively. 4-AT was chosen as a spin probe that would likely target the active aluminum sites in Al-SBA-15 mediated by electrostatic attraction to the negatively charged Al(IV). Thus, the question to be addressed is whether the highest enhancements seen with 4-AT is due to the proximity, and by extension stronger dipolar coupling, between surface $^{27}$Al species and

![Figure 2. $^{27}$Al Direct DNP spectra of Al-SBA-15 imbibed with various 10 mM mono nitroxides spin probe solutions using D$_2$O as the solvent. The DNP enhanced spectra were measured with irradiation at a microwave frequency where the maximum positive enhancement occurs for each spin probe (197.7 GHz for 4-AT, 197.75 GHz for 4-HT and 4-CT).](image-url)
adsorbed 4-AT. For this, experimental evidence for surface adsorption and $^{27}$Al-electron proximity is needed and will be addressed in the following sections.

When employing nitroxide radicals as DNP polarizing agents, it has been shown that the width and detailed shaped of the microwave frequency-dependent DNP enhancement profile contains key information about the DNP mechanism.\textsuperscript{25-27} When combined with quantum mechanically derived spin dynamics calculation, the \% contribution of cross effect (CE) or solid effect (SE) DNP mechanism can be extracted, as well as the effect of EPR spectral diffusion simulated.\textsuperscript{28} However, even when measuring simply the frequency difference between the DNP maxima, $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$, one can extract whether a dominant CE, SE or mixed effect is at play. If the $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ equals twice the nuclear Larmor frequency, $\omega_n$, likely the SE is dominant, although this is only unambiguous if $\omega_n$ exceeds the EPR spectral width.\textsuperscript{29} If $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ does not equal $2\omega_n$ and the DNP maxima lie within the EPR line, then the CE is likely the dominant mechanism.

Here we do not discuss the thermal mixing (TM) mechanism based on the results of Hovav et. al.\textsuperscript{30} where it was observed that in mono-nitroxide frozen solutions under static conditions at similar concentrations and liquid helium temperatures, the electron spin polarization distribution is not described with a cooled Zeeman spin temperature.

Figure 3 shows representative frequency profiles for the direct DNP enhancement of $^{27}$Al when employing 4-AT and 4-CT. The shape of the DNP frequency profile, with positive signal enhancement at

![Graph showing DNP frequency profile of $^{27}$Al for 4-AT and 4-CT](image)

**Figure 3.** Shown are $^{27}$Al DNP frequency profile of 4-AT and 4-CT imbibed in Al-SBA-15. 4-HT yielded a comparable frequency profile and peak to peak width as 4-CT. A representative nitroxide EPR spectrum is shown above, measured at 8.56 T as described in the supporting information. The dashed lines represent the edge of the EPR line, demonstrating that the DNP frequency profiles of 4-AT and 4-CT fall within the nitroxides EPR line.
microwave frequencies below the central EPR transition, zero enhancement when the microwave
certainty is at the central EPR transition, and negative signal enhancement at microwave frequencies
larger than the EPR central transition, firmly establishes that the observed enhancements are caused by
a DNP process and not by a decrease in relaxation time due to heating effects when the sample is
irradiated with microwaves. The $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ of 4-AT is 350 MHz ± 50, the $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ of 4-CT and 4-HT is ~250 ± 50
MHz. The bumps visible in the baseline of 4-CT enhanced $^{27}$Al spectrum at 197.2 GHz and 198.7 GHz
are likely artifacts due to the low signal to noise ratio. Thus, all $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ values are much larger than 2 times
$\omega_n$ of the $^{27}$Al NMR Larmor frequency ($\omega_n = 78.2$ MHz at 7 T), while also falling within the nitroxide EPR
spectral width, as explicitly measured and displayed above the DNP frequency profiles. The EPR
absorption line was measured directly using a rapid passage method detailed in the supporting
information. From this we conclude the DNP with all three mono-nitroxide probes dominantly proceeds via
the CE mechanism. When comparing the DNP frequency profiles, it is clear that $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ is largest for 4-AT.
Within the CE DNP mechanism, it has been shown recently that increasing the radical concentration
broadens the DNP profile as measured by an increase in $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ due to stronger electron-electron dipolar
coupling between proximal electron spins.$^{27}$ The increased $\Delta_{\text{DNP}}$ of 4-AT can thus be attributed to an
increased local spin concentration at the surface of the Al-SBA-15 relative to that of 4-CT or 4-HT, despite
the same overall spin concentration of the 10 mM solution imbibed in each sample; suggesting that 4-AT
does show an increased attraction to the surface of the Al-SBA-15 material as purposed.

In order to independently and directly test whether the 4-AT species is indeed closer specifically
to surface $^{27}$Al species than the other spin probes, 3-pulse ESEEM was used to directly measure the
strength of the coupling of each spin probe to the $^{27}$Al and $^{29}$Si in the material (SI Figure 4 shows a three
pulse ESEEM sequence). This pulsed EPR technique monitors the electron spin echo decay, whereby for
3-pulse ESEEM the echo decay is influenced by the $T_1$ of the electrons, as well as the spectral and spin
diffusion of the electron spins. If (weak) anisotropic coupling between the electron spin and nearby nuclei
is present, this echo decay is further modulated by the nuclear Larmor frequencies of the proximal nuclei.
A representative ESEEM echo decay for nitroxide spin probes imbibed in Al-SBA-15 is shown in SI Figure
4. In the case of weak hyperfine coupling, the modulation depth is dependent on the electron nuclear
distance, the number of nuclei around the spin probe, and the nuclear spin type.$^{31,32}$ When the modulation
depth is large, it can be directly extracted from the ESEEM time trace.\textsuperscript{33,34} However in our case, when many nuclei are weakly interacting with the spin probes, the modulation depths of the \textsuperscript{27}Al and \textsuperscript{29}Si are shallow and cannot be directly extracted from the ESEEM time trace. Rather, we can compare the intensity of the \textsuperscript{27}Al (I\textsubscript{Al}) and \textsuperscript{29}Si (I\textsubscript{Si}) in the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the ESEEM trace for each spin probe as a comparative measure of the modulation depth that will reflect on the strength of the electron nuclear interaction.\textsuperscript{35} Even though it is known that \textsuperscript{27}Al can have a large quadrupolar interaction that affects the intensity of the ESEEM spectrum, it has been shown when comparing different spin probes in the same aluminum material system for weakly coupled aluminum nuclear spins, that the quadrupolar interaction does not change when varying the spin probe type.\textsuperscript{31}

The ESEEM time traces were processed in a similar manner as described by Carmieli et. al.,\textsuperscript{33} which is detailed in the S.I. Figure 4a shows the ESEEM spectrum for the different spin probes when imbedded in Al-SBA-15. The interactions of the spin probes with \textsuperscript{29}Si and \textsuperscript{27}Al in the Al-SBA-15 framework are shown by the peaks at 2.88 MHz and 3.66 MHz respectively. The peak a 14.04 MHz results from the spin probes interaction with \textsuperscript{1}H from largely the solvent. Figure 4b shows a plot of the I\textsubscript{Al} and I\textsubscript{Si} for each spin probe imbibed in Al-SBA-15. Information about the spin probes location on the overall surface of Al-SBA-15 can be inferred from the I\textsubscript{Si}. We find I\textsubscript{Si} is the largest for 4-AT out of all the spin probes, smaller for 4-HT, and yet smaller for 4-CT. This indicates that 4-AT yields a larger \textsuperscript{29}Si modulation depth and shows a stronger interaction with the surface silica than both 4-HT and 4-CT, where the strength of the interaction between the spin probes and the \textsuperscript{29}Si species can be ranked 4-AT>4-HT>4-CT. Looking to figure out whether 4-AT not only is enriched at the silica surface, but also targets surface \textsuperscript{27}Al sites, we turn to I\textsubscript{Al}. Indeed, the I\textsubscript{Al} is the largest for 4-AT out of all the spin probes while the I\textsubscript{Al} of 4-HT and 4-CT is very similar with 4-HT. Thus from the ESEEM spectrum we can rank the interaction of the spin probes with surface \textsuperscript{27}Al species as 4-AT>4-HT≈4-CT. This suggests that 4-AT does have the largest population localized on the surface of the material yielding a larger I\textsubscript{Al} and I\textsubscript{Si} than either of the other two radicals. Conversely, 4-CT has the smallest localize population on the surface of the material, suggested by the smallest I\textsubscript{Al} and I\textsubscript{Si}. This matches the \textsuperscript{27}Al DNP enhancement trend, suggesting that the larger enhancement from 4-AT comes from a higher local surface concentration and accordingly a closer average proximity to \textsuperscript{27}Al. Delineating between these two factors is nontrivial, however, clearly 4-AT show...
a significantly stronger interaction with the surface aluminum sites of Al-SBA-15 than the other two radicals. The latter is key because this implies that characterization of the surface aluminum sites accessible to a radical-labeled reactant molecule may be feasible in future work.

To directly demonstrate the physical adsorption of 4-AT to the surface of Al-SBA-15, cw EPR lineshape analysis was performed at 9.5 GHz and room temperature for all three radicals. Figure 4 shows a representative cw EPR spectrum of each spin probe imbibed in Al-SBA-15. In the EPR spectrum of 4-AT and 4-CT (Figure 5a, 5b) two populations are present: an immobile and mobile spectral component, represented by the intensities $I_{\text{imm}}$ (red arrow) and $I_{\text{mob}}$ (green arrow). The broad immobile component of the cw EPR spectra is attributed to spin probe adsorbed to the surface of Al-SBA-15, while the mobile component is attributed to spin probe tumbling freely in the pores of the material. When comparing the ratio of the $I_{\text{imm}}/I_{\text{mob}}$ it is clear that 4-AT has the largest proportion of its population adsorbed to the surface of the Al-SBA-15, with an $I_{\text{imm}}/I_{\text{mob}}=0.2$, compared to 4-CT ($I_{\text{imm}}/I_{\text{mob}}=0.08$) and 4-HT (Figure 5c) which showed no immobile population (see detailed discussion on $I_{\text{imm}}/I_{\text{mob}}$ as a function of loaded spin probe concentration in SI).
Conclusion

By concurrently analyzing the DNP frequency profile, and the cw EPR lineshape of imbibed spin probes, we find that 4-AT has the largest surface-adsorbed population, indicating a higher local surface concentration when compared to 4-CT and 4-HT, which likely plays a role in determining its favorable DNP enhancement factor. More importantly, the ESEEM spectrum of 4-AT when compared with the other spin probes showed the strongest interaction specifically with the surface $^{27}$Al species compared to 4-CT and 4-HT. This is the first study demonstrating the viability of targeted DNP characterization by varying the functional side groups of mono-radical spin probes. As such, it represents an important stepping-stone towards the characterization of materials surfaces “as seen by probes”. In the future, reactants and other potent chemical moieties can be spin labeled for targeted surface characterization of active sites or surfaces of interest. In order to definitively address the ultimate question of whether 4-AT selectively enhances the Al(IV) acid site over other present aluminum species in Al-SBA-15, MAS DNP must be implemented to obtain chemical shift resolution. MAS-DNP at temperatures less than 20-30 K might be desirable in order to work with dilute $^{27}$Al concentrations as typical for samples relevant to catalysis. Such studies of direct surface aluminum site-specific enhancement by MAS-DNP are underway and will be the topic of future publications.
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